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Abstract: In this article the main approaches to the modeling of the state and dynamics of personnel in the labor
market are discussed, the opportunities and weaknesses of existing analogues are analyzed. The description
of the labor market as a dynamic system of flows and reservoirs is given. The mathematical description of the
central bloc of the forecasting model of the labor market is presented. The use of different types of statistical
data is justified, the conditions of functioning of the model are determined in the article.
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INTRODUCTION methods represent the development of multivariate

Because of updating the problem of the shortage of which three main approaches were formed and the most
personnel, as well as the inconsistency of staffing needs widely used - discrete event simulation, system dynamics
of the economy and the structure of graduation of and agent-based modeling. Among the heuristic methods
educational institutions both Russian and foreign of forecasting methods it is possible to extract expert
methods of labor market research and forecasting its assessments and scenario analysis techniques.
development were developed. Existing methodologies are In order to create a model of such complex and
based on various methods of modeling. They are complex ambiguous  in  its behavior system, as the labor market,
systems, which are built using a combination of several the use of conventional, albeit proven methods of
different approaches. extrapolation and regression analysis is unallowable

Methods of Forecasting: For forecasting social and resulting model. Balance methods can be used to adjust
economic processes, including processes occurring in the the parameters and constraints in the model, as well as to
labor market, approved methods are used including those verify the basic identities taken into account in the model.
used in foreign analogues: However, the using of balance methods cannot be the

Statistical methods; the same reason the using of statistical methods, since
Economical and mathematical forecasting methods; they are based on past trends. Among all existing
Heuristic methods. methods of mathematical modeling of complex social and

The statistical methods include the methods of optimal in terms of accuracy of the model and its
regression and correlation analysis, the methods of approximation to the original and the adequacy of the
extrapolation and interpolation of existing and identified obtained forecast, [1-6]. And in the case of modeling the
trends. The economical and mathematical forecasting labor  market  the principles of system dynamics as well as

dynamic models using methods of imitation modeling, of

simplification and a priori reduction of the quality of

basis for construction of a model of the labor market as

economic systems the dynamic (simulation) modeling is
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agent-based modeling approaches should be used. It will elements, but ignores changes in the behavior of smaller
allow recreating a picture of the processes of the labor objects (groups of human resources) that only can be
market,  all  the basic relations between the principal traced using agent-based modeling. Also unlike the
objects and will take into account the behavior of developed model of the state of the labor market (which is
individual elements of the labor market. described in the next section), the IAS model takes into

Existing Analogues: The list below represents some of resources in the labor market and smaller number of
the most widespread (in the Russian Federation) and variables and factors.
proven methods of modeling and forecasting of the labor The QUMMIR model is the system of regression
market: equations, which a priori means that long-term forecasts

IAS (Information Analytical System) “Monitoring, are unreliabile and lack of possibility of accidental and
analyzing and forecasting of dynamics of the education non-standard situations on the labor market. This fact is
system and the labor market” by Centre of the budget partially offset by additional adjustment of predicted
monitoring of Petrozavodsk State University [7] - the values obtained by means of expert interviews. In the
technique of this model allows determining the forecasts QUMMIR model presented even smaller number of
of needs of the economy for skilled workers by education groups of human resources in the labor market, a smaller
level and aggregated groups of professions [8]. number of variables and relations between them.

Quarter Macroeconomic Model of Interactions for Methodology of American Bureau of Labor Statistics
Russia (QUMMIR) - quarterly macroeconomic and methodology of the laboratory of the forecasting of
econometric  model  describing  the  interaction  of the human resources of the Institute of Economic Forecasting
main macroeconomic variables of the Russian economy. RAS use methods of scenario analysis, combined with a
The model is used for scenario forecast calculations on survey of experts and the results of an extrapolation of
the short and medium-term (up to 5 years) [9]. trends of variation of the values of some key indicators.

American Bureau of Labor Statistics - provides The implementation of methodologies require
forecast  of the state of the labor market. The main idea of considerable work in terms of the analysis of parameters,
the method is that the number and structure of the labor creation and selection of different scenarios, executing
force depends on assumptions about future population expert interviews, adjustment of predictive values and the
size, structure, as well as on trends of variation in the annual adjustment of indicators of the state of the labor
participation rate in employment of different groups of market. These methods require the collection and analysis
population [10]. of a significant amount of statistical data, the most part of

The laboratory of the forecasting of human resources which is not available in Russia.
of the Institute of Economic Forecasting RAS (under the The research of existing methodologies of the
direction of Korovkin A.G.) – this methodology is a forecasting state and dynamics on the labor market leads
comprehensive system   for  assessing the status and to the conclusion that all existing methods either use
prospects of the labor market based on an analysis of ineffective in terms of productivity and labor approaches,
existing trends, the labor migration and identifying or  require  a  significant  amount of primary statistics.
possible scenarios for the development of the situation on Even if the model is based on powerful mathematical tool,
the labor market [11]. it’s not describe in detail the processes, occurring in the

labor market and are unable to predict non-stationary
RESULTS development of the labor market.

The  presented  models  and forecasting methods forecasting the state and labor migration on the labor
have  been  used  for a long period of time and have market (described in the next section of this article) has
proved themselves by providing forecasts of high the following advantages:
precision. However, these systems have some
disadvantages: It takes into account weaknesses of existing

IAS model is the most sophisticated of all viewed analogues;
methodologies. The model is based on mathematical It is based on the optimal combination of different
modeling methods and uses expert evaluation methods modeling methods (such as approaches of system
and scenario analysis. The developed technique allows dynamics, agent-based modeling, expert assessments
simulating the dynamics of the whole system and its basic and scenario analysis);

account significantly smaller number of groups of human

Unlike the existing analogue the developed model of
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It considers a large number of factors and variables; age-sex groups. This part carries out the modeling of the
It allows to form the trajectory of migaration of graduate employment, the unemployed population
certain groups of human resources in the labor employment, decrease of the employed population, the
market with sufficient accuracy. migration of employed and unemployed people among the

economic activities and among educational groups with
The Mathematical Mode: The task of labor market the consideration of the employment and wages
forecasting requires a mathematical model that would link dynamics, push-pull and interregional migration
sets  of  socio-economic, demographic, labor market processes, retirement, disabled person registration and
indicators and education system indicators into one aging processes and mortality. The number of graduates
system, within which their complex interaction and is modeled with breakdown of education levels and
forecasting is carried out. Such system includes numerous educational groups with the consideration of the number
function relations (including feedback), which strength of school-leavers, the number of graduates with lower
and nature may vary over time depending on the current educational level, student migration, transfers to the next
structure of the system. The most convenient method of courses and "dropouts". The number of school-leavers is
mathematical modeling of such socio-economic system is modeled  with  the  consideration  of  the number of
the system dynamics. The labor market is represented as school-age children and fertility. Fertility is modeled with
a set of elements, "containers" and connecting flows with the consideration of the number of childbearing-age
some dynamic intensities. Within the system human women and age-specific fertility rates.
resources are a kind of substance that flows from element Let us consider in greater detail the mathematical
to element. The internal relations of the system designed statement  of  the  labor  market  forecasting.  In the
in such a manner that logic of significant for labor market context  of  this  article  we  will  focus  only  on  the
forecasting process is taken into account. As a result a central block of the model - the economically active
self-regulating, capable of predicting not only the patient population - and will take into account only the main
but also the transient development of the labor market sections of the data.
model is formed. The picture below shows the general This block includes three components: the employed
outline of the model. population, the unemployed population and intermediate

The central part of the model is the economically storage, accumulating those who are seeking employment
active population, which includes the employed at the moment. This storage is a kind of "node", which
population categorized by economic activities, takes as input people wishing to find any employment and
educational and age-sex groups, the unemployed distributes them for all employment possibilities. Let us
population  categorized   by     educational     groups   and call it "employment seeking population".
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Let t be the time index, e be the index of education
group  and b - the index of economic activity type, while
T is the indexing set of t, E is the indexing set e and B is
the set of indices b.

Let us denote the employed population Labour, the where:
unemployed population – Unemp, the employment
seeking population – Stock. The incoming flow of graduates;

The dynamics of the employed population Labor (t) The incoming flow of the unemployede
b

in economic activity b at moment t of educational group population;
e is given by the following expression: The incoming flow of people quitting their

accord;

where: migration, return of the economically inactive

The incoming employment flow of The outgoing flow of people in educational
education group e; group e, who found job in economic activity
The outgoing flow of people quitting work b.
on their own accord;
The outgoing flow of working population The dynamics of the unemployed population
reducing because of structural changes in Unemp (t) of educational group e at moment t is given by
the economy; the following expression:
The outgoing flow of working population
reducing because of outgoing migration,
retirement, disability, death and other
reasons.

The dynamics of the employed population Labor (t)e
b

in economic activity b at moment t of educational group fDismiss (t) The incoming flow of working population in
e is given by the following expression: economic activity b reducing because of

structural changes in the economy;

where:

The incoming employment flow of formed.
education group e; Feed employment  is determined by the
The outgoing flow of people quitting work following equation:
on their own accord;
The outgoing flow of working population
reducing because of structural changes in
economy; where:
The outgoing flow of working population
reducing because of outgoing migration, The probability of employment for job
retirement, disability, death and other requiring education in educational group e
reasons. for people with education of educational

The dynamics of employment seeking population Probability of employment in economic
Stock (t) of educational group e at moment t is given by activity b for people with education ofe

the following expression: educational group e.

job in economic activity b on their own

The incoming flow of people seeking
employment from other sources (incoming

population to the labor market, etc.);

e

where:

e
b

fUnemp (t) The outgoing flow of employment of thee

unemployed population;

Let us briefly describe the way these flows are

group e' ;
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These probabilities are determined on the basis of a At the moment, "system forecasting" of the labor
set of factors, such as: market in our country is in its infancy and requires

Posibility of employment; modeling and the necessary volume of statistical data
Salary level; collection and accumulation;
Profession prestige. The model described in this paper is the first step

The posibility of employment and the salary level are making for authorities on the basis of the labor
exogenous variables, which are calculated in a model of market forecast.
economic growth.

The flow of people quitting their job on their own REFERENCES
accord fQuit (t) is determined by the ratio of the salarye

b

level in educational group e of economic activity b to the 1. Forrester, Jay W., 1961. Industrial Dynamics, MIT
the salary level in some educational group e' of economic Press.
activity b' combined with the factor of employment 2. Goodman, Michael, 1989. Study Notes in System
possibilities. Dynamics. Pegasus.

The flow of working population reduction 3. Sterman, John D., 2000. Business Dynamics: Systems
fDismiss (t) is determined by the reduction in staffing Thinking and Modeling for a Complex World. Newe

b

requirements in relevant economic activities because of York: McGraw.
structural changes in the economy. 4. Sterman, John D., 2001. System dynamics modeling:

The rest of the flows is determined in other blocks of Tools for learning in a complex world. California
the model, which are responsible for education, migration, Management Review, 43(4): 8-25.
retirement, disability, death, etc. 5. Randers, Jorgen, 1980. Elements of the System

To construct such a system a certain amount of Dynamics Method. Cambridge: MIT Press. ISBN 0-
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various population groups is required. The lack of 6. Forrester, Jay, 1971. Counterintuitive behavior of
statistical data is compensated by surveys of enterprises, social systems. Technology Review, 73(3): 52-68.
economically active population, students, vocational 7. Centre of budget monitoring, http://
education students and experts. "The laws of dynamics" openbudgetrf.ru/main/.
are determined using both multivariate statistical methods 8. Demand and supply at the market of educational
and construction of econometric models. In addition, services in the regions of Russian Federation:
statistical data can provide the model with "starting collected reports on materials of the Fifths All-
point", which is the totality of values of each indicator at Russian Scientific and Practical Internet-Conference
zero time of model time. After this the system operates in (22-23 October 2008).
accordance with the laws built in it and forms a detailed 9. Mironova, E.S., 2008. Experience in development of
forecast for all categories of data described earlier. the block “labor, employment and demography” in

CONCLUSION Federation. Scientific works: Institute of Economic
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models, demographic models, educational models, Moscow. MAKS Press, pp: 84.
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